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ABSTRACT
Association rule mining is a function of data mining research domain and frequent pattern mining is an
essential part of it. Most of the previous studies on mining frequent patterns based on an Apriori
approach, which required more number of database scans and operations for counting pattern supports
in the database. Since the size of each set of transaction may be massive that it makes difficult to perform
traditional data mining tasks. This research intends to propose a graph structure that captures only those
itemsets that needs to define a sufficiently immense dataset into a submatrix representing important
weights and does not give any chance to outliers. We have devised a strategy that covers significant facts
of data by drilling down the large data into a succinct form of an Adjacency Matrix at different stages of
mining process. The graph structure is so designed that it can be easily maintained and the trade off in
compressing the large data values is reduced. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our graph
based approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the non-trivial mining of implicit and structured data, previously
unknown prototype that is potentially useful especially decision making systems. It is one such
area which continues to pave its way from bioinformatics [1] to web-based mining[2], from
image appreciation[3] to wireless remote sensing[4]. Be it any giant organization or any small
private run firm, they all need to figure out associative relationships for improving marketing
strategies and informed business decisions.
Along with major domains like sequential patterns, classifications, clustering etc,
Association rule discovery has been an active area of examination. Frequent pattern mining was
first introduced by Agrawal et al. [5] The methods for efficient exploration is based on the
candidate generation-and-test approach like Apriori [6,7] and pattern growth strategy during the
series of decades [8,9,10,11,12] have already been developed but they have a huge setback that
generates n number of candidate sets and takes as many database scans in large datasets for
frequent itemsets discovery. Also the performance gets degraded when the size of database is
exponential. To improve efficiency of mining process, Han et al [13,14,15] proposed an
alternative frame work, namely a tree based frame work. The algorithm F. P. growth, they
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proposed in this frame work construct an extended prefix tree structure, called frequent pattern
tree (FP tree) to capture the content of the transaction data base. Thus requires only two full I/o
scans of the dataset to build the prefix tree in main memory and then mines pattern directly
from structure. Performance studies demonstrate that the method substantially reduces search
time but massive creation of conditional trees makes this algorithm not scalable to mine large
data sets beyond few millions.
Our new approach will not only enhance the performance but also absorb significant
amount of time as well as money spent on serial scans thereby diminishing the bottleneck
arising in variable length database containing huge number of candidate sets and long patterns.
Through this paper, we are interested in finding a graph-based approach so as to find the
frequent pattern that repeatedly appears across various transactions. The data-mining model that
we are using here is adjacency matrix and a graph since a graph is the simplest mean to
represent and discover informative frequently occurred set of items.

2. RELATED WORK
Graphs become increasingly useful in modeling complicated structures like circuits,
images, protein structures, biological networks, chemical compounds. Graph mining has gain
importance in data mining. Many researchers have developed various algorithms on graph
mining. Some of them are discussed in this section. In the beginning, in 1976 Ullmann [16]
introduced an algorithm for subgraph isomorphism. This algorithm attains efficiency by
inferentially eliminating successor’s nodes in the tree search. In 1994 cook and holder [17,18]
discovering a new version of their SUBDUE substructure system based on minimum length
principal. Yen and Chen [19] in 1996, proposed graph based algorithm DLG, to efficiently
solve the problem of mining association rule. Inokuchi, Washio and Motoda [20] in 1998
proposed a novel approach name AGM to efficiently mine the association rule among the
frequently appearing substructure in a given graph dataset. Huan, Wang and Prince [21] in 2003
proposed a novel subgraph mining algorithm FFSM, which employs a vertical search scheme.
Since then many graph mining algorithms [22,23,24] have been developed with improvement
in efficiency. Recently in 2010, [25] Jiang et al suggested three strategies for controlling
candidate set generation. In 2010 Pradeep Chouksey, R.S. Thakur & R.C. Jain [26] presented a
graph based approach for exploring multilevel frequent pattern from transactional databases. At
each level it scans the datasets once and creates a directed graph, which is stored in from of an
adjacency matrix and calculates all frequent patterns at the same level. In 2011 [34], we
presented a novel approach labeled CEG & REP by constructing graph structure used for
mining only closed sequences.

3. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
Association rule mining as introduced in [5] searches for relationship between items in
a data set. It finds association, correlation, or casual structures among set of items or objects in
transaction databases, relational databases and other information repositories. To mine an
association rule, database of transaction is needed. And each transaction is list of items. Then
apply mining algorithm to find the association rule.
Finding frequent itemsets plays an impotent role in the field of data mining. Frequent
item set are essential for many data mining problems like discovery of association rule [27,28]
correlation [29,30] and sequential pattern [31,32].
As defined in [7], the problem is stated as follows.
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Let I = {x1,….xn} be a set of items. An itemset X is a subset of items, i.e. X ⊆ I. A
transaction T = (itd, X) is a 2-tuple, where tid is a transaction-id and X an itemset. A transaction
T=(tid, X) is said to be contain itemset Y if and only if Y is a subset of X. A transaction
database D is a set of transactions. The number of transactions in D containing itemset X is
called the support of X. Given a transaction database D and a support threshold min_sup, an
itemset X will be called as frequent pattern if and only if sup(X)≥min_sup.

4. PRE-REQUISITES IN GRAPH BASED APPROACH
For better understanding, there are some mathematical terms that need to be discussed
before proceeding on to our research as given in [33]. The below mentioned terminology is
frequently used in this paper.
Graph
A linear graph G = ( V,E ) consists of a set of objects V = { v1,v2 } called vertices and
another set E = { e1, e2 } whose elements are called edges, such that each edge is ek identified
with an unordered pair ( vi , vj ) of vertices . The vertices vi , vj associated with edge ek are
called the end vertices of ek.
Directed Graph
In a graph G = ( V , E ), an edge which is associated with an ordered pair of
V*V
is called a directed edge of G. A graph in which every edge is directed is called a directed
graph.
Adjacency matrix
The adjacency matrix of a graph G with n vertices and no parallel edges is an n by n
symmetric binary matrix X = [ xij ] defined over the ring of integers such that
xij = 1 , if there is an edge between ith and jth vertices
= 0 , if there is no edge between them.
In this paper, we made modification in the definition of adjacency matrix for a graph
with parallel edges, is a n by n symmetric matrix X = [xij] defined as
xij = m, and m >0 if there are m directed edges between vertices i to j.
= 0, if there is no edge between them

5. PROPOSED GRAPH BASED APPROACH
One of the best studied data structure in computer science and discrete mathematics are
graphs. In section 2 we have already discussed some of the related work already done making
use of graph structure. It can therefore be stated that graph based data mining has became quite
popular in the last few years [26,34,35,36]. Time complexity is one of the major issue in
frequent itemset mining and our proposed new approach is towards the solution of it.
Surprisingly, our graph based approach scan the whole database just once, and this salient
feature is the most sought after paradigm in the domain of identifying frequent sets that results
in generating large number of candidate sets. Preceded by the scanning, it constructs a graph,
which is basically a directed graph. The weights of the graph are stored in the main memory
and are represented in the form of an adjacency matrix. Here the items from the dataset are
shown through the vertex of the directed graph and the weight of the vertex represents the
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support count of one itemset rather than multiple set. The vertices containing weights are
connected by an edge. Relationships must be defined in case of mining large k-itemsets (k>=3).
It may happen that many transactions in a database might contain the same set of items,
even if two transactions are radically different from each other and the case may be that two
transactions may contain identical itemsets, thus their subsets may be common.
5.1 Working of the graph based approach
To evaluate frequently mined items, we consider these two semantics:
1. Fully qualified adjacency matrix
2. Reduced matrix close to frequent itemsets
To understand how this method is going to work, we use the below mentioned
Transactional dataset. The dataset (Fig. 1) contains 6 transactions with namely,
Transactional ID’s, Items and their occurrences.
TID

a

b

c

d

e

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

6

0

1

1

3

2

0

2

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

5

1

0

6

0

1

6

1

1

1

0

0

Figure 1: Data Table of transactional database D

5.1.1

Fully qualified adjacency matrix

Firstly, it is going to scan the database D and will construct a directed graph G that is
shown in fig. 2.
3
I
2

1
3

3

3
I

2

I
1

3

2

2

4
I

4

I

4
Figure 2: Directed Graph G of Database D

The items are kept in the database in lexicographical order and an edge having
direction is made in special form to connect the two vertices.
For instance, if there is an edge I2I4 i.e. as according to our transactions, occurrence
of I2 is always preceed I4 and if I2 and I4 are numeric number, then I2<I4. The thing to be
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noted here is that the edge (I2, I4) and (I4, I2) is considered to be identical. Therefore we
obtained a symmetric matrix.
The directed graph G (Fig. 2) has been stored in memory by making it into the form of
an adjacency matrix (Fig. 3) as shown below.
I1

A

=

A11

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

I2

I3

I4

I5

A12 A13 A14 A15
A22 A23 A24 A25
A33 A34 A35
A44 A45
A55

I6

------A46
A56
A66

Figure 3: Adjacency Matrix of Directed Graph G

5.1.2

Reduced matrix close to frequent itemsets

Secondly, it verify the value count of each element of the matrix Aij, and for any
diagonal element (for i=j) Aij < min_sup, the row and column of corresponding element is
deleted from the matrix since the fact is that any super set of any infrequent itemset will never
be frequent. Thus, a zero is assigned i.e. for Aij.count = 0. After performing the second step, we
get a filtered adjacency matrix as given in fig. (4). Here adjacency matrix can be lower or upper
triangular matrix since the matrix is symmetric matrix. We are considering upper triangular
matrix.
I1

A

=

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

A11

I2

A12
A22

I3

I4

A13 A14 A15
A23 A24 A25
A33 A34 A35
A44 A45
A55

Figure 4: Filtered Adjacency Matrix
Following is the frequent itemsets calculation list
A12 .list ∩ A13.list = {I1, I2, I3} = (T1, T2)
A12 .list ∩ A14.list = {I1, I2, I4} = (T1, T2)
A13 .list ∩ A14.list = {I1, I3, I4} = (T1, T2, T3)
Similar from second row, calculate 3-itemsets
A23 .list ∩ A24.list = {I2, I3, I4} = (T1, T2)
A23 .list ∩ A25.list = {I2, I3, I5} = (T1)=1, it is less than min_sup thus, it is not frequent
A24 .list ∩ A25.list = {I2, I4, I5} = (T1, T4)
From this row, calculate 3-itemsets
A34 .list ∩ A35.list = {I3, I4, I5} = (T1, T5)
For frequent 4-itemsets calculate from first row
A12 .list ∩ A13.list ∩ A14.list = {I1, I2, I3, I4} = (T1, T2)
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Similarly calculate from second row
A23 .list ∩ A24.list ∩ A25.list = {I2, I3, I4} = (T1, T2),
It is less then min_sup thus, it is not frequent

Ultimately, we find all the frequent patterns generated after sorting out the reduced
adjacency matrix. We obtain frequent-1 itemsets, frequent-2 itemsets and frequent-3 itemsets as
given in fig. (5).

TID

a

b

c

d

1
2
3
4
5

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

1

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

6

0

Figure 5: Reduce Data Table
Having performed these steps, we finally get the following generated frequent itemsets at
concept
level-1 minsup=4
Large-1 itemset = (a1}:1
= {c2}:1
Large-2 itemset ={c2,d1}:2
= {c2, a1}:2

Similarly, for generating more frequent lower level patterns, the procedure is repeated
as at goes along with each level, that means at each conceptual pattern it will again scans the
datasets one more time and creates a directed graph in the form of adjacency matrix, thereby
generating all frequent patterns which are filtered. The figure 6 is made by reducing those sets
of items which are proved to be least occurring and thus called as infrequent set
Level-2 minsup = 3
Large-1 itemset = {a1}:1
= {b6}:1
= {c2}:1
Large-2 itemset = {a1,b6}:2
= {c2, d1}:2
= {e1, d1}:2
= {c6, d1}:2
Large-3 itemset = {a1,a2,b1}:3
= {c6,a2,b6}:3
= {c1,d1,b1}:3
Figure 6: Reduced Data set
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Now finally all the patterns generated with the next level are generated and are shown below:
Level-3 minsup = 3
Large-1 itemset = {a1, b6,a2}:1
= {a1,c2,d1}:1
= {a1,d1,c6}:1
Large-2 itemset = {a1,b6,c2,d1}:2

5.2

Algorithm for Graph based approach
Input: The set of transaction D and total number of itemsets and their occurrences.

Output: Frequent itemsets
Our algorithm works in these many phases:
a) Scan: scan the database D and initialize it in the form of adjacency matrix
b) Identify: identify and update the values of each element of matrix Aij and Aij.count
c) Construct: construct the reduced adjacency matrix by removing corresponding row and
column of element Aij.count = 0 for i=j only. Frequent-1 itemset is generated indicating the
frequently mined patterns.
d) Mine: more level will me mined at this step from each row by using logical AND operator
between row elements.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
To study the performance of the Graph based approach, we have implemented this
algorithm in C++ and tested on a PIV machine with 128 MB RAM and Windows/XP.
To find experimental results we used Retail Store Dataset obtained from
http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data/, and another synthetic data set which is created by us.

6.1 Experimental results with retail store data set:
We used retail store data set obtained from http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data/, the data generator is
available from http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/disciplines/iis/. This dataset contains the retail
data with 5000 transactions and 76 items. This dataset is obtained from Belgian Retail Store
and is available for research purpose. With this data set we compared our graph based approach
with apriori, partition & FP-Tree algorithm.
fig 7 shows the experimented count ratio performance of our graph based approach with these
algorithms. Clearly our graph based approach shows the effectiveness with minimum count
ratio as compare to apriori, partition & FP-Tree algorithm, as it captures the whole data set in
only one scan.
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6

Count Ratio

5
4
3
2
1
0

Figure 7: Count Ratio Performance Comparison

fig. 8 shows the execution times with partition, graph based approach & FP-tree algorithms.
The minimum support is varied between 5% and 40%. The result shows that graph based
approach is faster than partition algorithm and it is comparable with FP- tree algorithm. The
performance gain is achieved by the significant reduction of the number of candidates.
4500
4000

Time (M. Sec.)

3500
3000
Partition
Algorithm

2500
2000
1500

Graph
based
Approch
FP-Tree
Algorithm

1000
500
0
5

10

20

40

Figure 8: Comparison of Graph Based Approach with partition & FP tree algorithm

6.2 Experimental results with another synthetic data set:
We obtained experimental results with another synthetic data set, which is created by
us. This dataset is very large and dense database. The parameter setting of this dataset is given
in fig. 9.

Name
|T| |I|
Own Data set 5 3

|D|
Size
100,000 2.11 MB

Figure 9: Parameter Setting
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6.2.1 Experiment and comparison with Apriori algorithm
Fig.10 shows the running time of Graph based multilevel frequent pattern mining
approach with Apriori based multilevel frequent pattern mining algorithm on our created
database with respect to the minimum support threshold at level 1. The minimum support at
level 2 and level 3 are fixed to 5% and 3% respectively

Minimum Support at Level-1
Execution Time (Seconds)

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

Apriori
based
Approach

5

7

8

10

20

30

Graph
Based
Approach

Min_Support (%)

Figure 10: Threshold at level-1

Fig.11 shows the running time of these algorithms with respect to the minimum support
threshold at level 2. The minimum support at level 1 and level 3 are fixed to 30% and 1%
respectively. Similarly Fig.12 and 13 shows the running time of these algorithms with respect
to the minimum support threshold at level 3 and 4. The minimum support at level 1 and level 2
are fixed to 30% and 3% respectively.

Minimum Support at Level-2
Execution Time (Seconds)

80
70
60
Graph Based Approach
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Apriori based Approach

40
30
20
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10

15

20

25

Min_Support (%)

Figure 11: Threshold at level-2
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Execution Time (Seconds)

Minimum Support at Level-3
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Graph
Based
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based
Approach
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Figure 12: Threshold at level-3
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Figure 13: Threshold at level-4

We have conducted level wise experiment with our own data set for apriori and our
new graph based approach and observed the execution time with respect to different minimum
support. Experimental results show that our new approach is faster than apriori and maintaining
the wide gap of execution time at each level.
6.2.2 Experiment and comparison with FP-growth algorithm
We also have conducted experiment with FP-growth algorithm.
Fig.14 shows the running time of Graph based multilevel frequent pattern mining
approach with FP-growth algorithm on our created database with respect to the minimum
support threshold at level 1. The minimum support at level 2 and level 3 are fixed to 5% and
3% respectively
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Minimum Support at Le ve l-1
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Figure14: Threshold at level-1

Fig.15 shows the running time of these algorithms with respect to the minimum support
threshold at level 2. The minimum support at level 1 and level 3 are fixed to 30% and 1%
respectively. Similarly Fig.16 and 17 show the running time of these algorithms with respect to
the minimum support threshold at level 3 and 4. The minimum support at level 1 and level 2
are fixed to 30% and 3% respectively.
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Figure15: Threshold at level-2
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Figure 16: Threshold at level-3
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Figure 17: Threshold at level-4

The result shows as minimum support decreases, the running time increases. The new
approach running faster than the existing algorithms Apriori and FP growth because, it required
only one database scan at each level. As our database is dense and sparse, a large number of
frequent patterns can be mined.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a novel, fast approach for estimating the procedure of
identification of frequent itemsets, which makes full use of graph theory. Graph is an efficient
way to represent and understand the complex data, which has the potential to depict the values
in a precise diagrammatic manner for dense and sparse databases. Experimental results show
the better performance of our new approach as compare to not only with apriori but also proven
to be faster than partition algorithm and maintaining better and comparable performance with
FP-growth algorithm. One interesting thing to know about adjacency matrix here in our
research is that though it occupies larger area of memory at initial stages, it releases those
occupied area as soon as we delete the infrequent itemsets. Thus reducing I/O overhead and
avoids the series of recursive scans. It is an improvement over the traditional frequent pattern
mining algorithms but it has got enough room for further modifications and refinements.
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